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MARK
BRAUN

The Berlin designer mixes a Dutch
sensibility into his unerringly practical
furnishings and accessories
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BY TIM McKEOUGH

Location
Berlin
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↑ The Lingor lights, for
Authentics, are made of
phosphorescent enamelled
steel that glows in the dark
when they’re off.
↗ These vases came out of
Braun’s eco-design workshop
for the Smart Cebu program.
→ Italy’s Covo will soon start
producing the Floor 95 wall
furniture system.
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Education
2006 diploma in industrial design,
University of Applied Sciences,
Potsdam, Germany
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Selected awards
2010 Finalist, German Design
Award
2008–09 Design Plus Award,
Ambiente, Frankfurt
2008 Interior Innovation Award,
IMM Cologne
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Occupation
Furniture designer

Selected exhibits
2011 Fortune, Gallery Libby Sellers,
London, U.K.
2011 Berlin Happens, New York
2011 Design Deutschland, ICFF,
New York
2010 Connectors, Saatchi Gallery,
London, U.K.
2010 Passionswege, Vienna Design
Week
Selected clients
Authentics, Covo, Northern Lighting,
Sintesi
markbraun.org
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Born
Gehrden, Germany, 1975

THE CREATIVE URGE
When I was studying in Berlin, I went to the
Design Academy Eindhoven in the Netherlands
on exchange. I was fascinated by Droog Design.
That was eight years ago. I thought there was
something going on, and I liked the conceptual
way the school taught. Then I went back to Berlin
and decided to mix my experience from the
Netherlands with that city. It was good to be there
for half a year and then come back. In the
Netherlands, the focus was more on creating your
own personal style and not playing it safe, on
becoming an artist rather than a designer. But in
Germany, it was much more about being a good
designer for companies, to make functional
design. So I mixed those things.
SETTING UP SHOP
I started on my own projects before I graduated,
and that’s why I opened my own studio right after
finishing school. The first piece was the Kluwen
seat, a stool in rings of wood that I made in 2004.
It only went into production in 2007 with
Raumgestalt, but it’s always like that.

MAKING DESIGN PERSONAL
I enjoy exploring the topic of identity. A particular
time has its own identity, so design always needs
to be reinvented. You might have a good chair,
for instance, but it needs to be something people
identify with. I like the creative process itself: a
designer creates work for other people, or factories,
so there’s a social element. I enjoy working with
traditions, going to manufacturers to see what
they’ve been doing for ages and then translating
it into my own design. I also like mixing new and
old technologies.
FIRST HIT PRODUCT
Authentics produced my Lingor light series in
2008. It uses old techniques like metal spinning
and enamelling; those are very old technologies,
but I used them to make a strong product with
character. The shapes remind people of something,
but they don’t really know what. They think maybe
it’s a hat or an industrial product, so they start to
have a relationship with this object, but then it’s
new and unexpected. I’ve used phosphorescent
enamel inside, so when you switch it off it glows
in the dark for almost an hour.
AZUREMAGAZINE.COM

←← The Bond table and trays for Sintesi combine
bent aluminum and rubber.
← Finished with a matte surface and a glazed
interior, Join tableware comes in myriad duotones.
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→ Rejected by its intended producer, Braun’s beloved
Hama chair has been picked up by Atelier Haussmann.
↓ The Fortune water carafes for J & L Lobmeyr are
engraved with Austrian lakes, rivers and glaciers.

companies. At the Qubique design fair in Berlin
last October, they had this large black box for
prototypes that only manufacturers could enter.
That secrecy is important, because if you
publish a project too often, manufacturers aren’t
interested anymore. On one hand, you need to
be published to get their attention; on the other,
you can burn the launch of a project. I put Hama
into that box, and I found a manufacturer: Atelier
Haussmann. It’s a very good, small company.

HANG UP
Floor 95 is my latest mass-produced product. The
process to bend the tubes is affordable: it uses
CNC bending, which is quick and precise. You have
five different sections of tubing, but you can
combine them into very different pieces of wall
furniture. It gives you limits, but you can also
play with it. That’s helpful for buyers, because they
can’t make mistakes. It started out as a selfdirected project – those are the ones I love the
most – but I’m happy that the Italian company
Covo is manufacturing it, and it will be reasonably
priced in the end.

TEACHING OTHERS
For a recent project in the Philippines, the Smart
Cebu Eco Design training program, I was invited
to be a consultant for European design with a
Cradle to Cradle approach. It was a workshop
program where I was helping companies develop
eco- and labour-friendly designs that might
succeed on the European market. I’m not getting
any royalties on the results, so it was my aim to
teach them how to design, not to design the
things myself.
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↑ The Anna coat hooks, made of anodized
aluminum, come in nine juicy colours.
↓ Braun’s first product, the Kluwen
stool, can now be purchased through
Raumgestalt.
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UPDATING TRADITION
I’ve been working with J & L Lobmeyr, and it seemed
all these glass engravings they were doing were
only about beauty; I wanted to mix beauty with
content. I thought it would add an essential value to
engrave different bodies of water on glass carafes,
because water is the new gold, with a value that’s
somehow similar to these old and essential crafts
that are disappearing. Libby Sellers exhibited them
in London, and it was great. She sold quite a few.

NEVER GIVE UP
An Italian company asked me to make a chair,
but it did not go well. It was Hama, a design in
steel that looked too much like an outdoor chair to
them, so they stopped the project. But I loved it.
It was still my design, so I could show it to other

BERLIN HAPPENS AGAIN
When I did Berlin Happens last year, I had a sense
of community with other Berlin-based designers.
So DMY asked me if I could curate a Berlin products
exhibition with them for New York this year.
Fingers crossed, we will find a good space at NoHo
Design District. And the Fortune carafe edition
will be displayed at Bergdorf Goodman.
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